Shawl Facile
Tutorial Step by step

Part 1
Material :
3 balls of Quito Anthracite
2 balls of Quito Turquoise
2 balls of Quito Glacier
Straight needles and/or circular needles 4.5mm
4 stitch markers (tutorial to do them here).
Cisors, a sew or tapestry needle.
1 row counter or a piece of paper to count the rows .
Points and abbreviations :
k : knit
p : purl
Yo: Yarn over, to do a Yarn over followed by a knit stitch, see the tutorial on this page.
* .... *, Repeat the directions between * and * as many times as necessary to reach the next stitch
marker.
M : stitch marker, this marker is not knitting, it slips from one needle to the other according to
the indications.
R : row.
k : central stitch , knit it
p: central stitch, purl it.
Note on the central stitch: I indicated in red for you to find easily your way in the indications.
Color 1, C1 : Quito anthracite
Color2, C2 : Quito turquoise

Work :
WithC1, cast on 9 stitches : ( and have a look on the tutorial there.)
k3, put a marker, k1, put a marker, k1, put a marker, k1, put a marker, k3.
At the end of this cast on , you have 9 stitches and 4 stitch markers on your needle.
Knit the first row (right side row, as every odd rows): k3, M, Yo, k1, Yo, M, k1, M, Yo, k1, Yo,
M, k3.
Row2 (wrong side row, as every even rows) : k3, M, p3, M, p1, M, p3, M, k3.
R 3: k3, M, Yo, k3, Yo, M, k1, M, Yo, k3, Yo, M, k3.
R 4:k3, M, p5, M, p1, M, p5, M, k3.
R 5: k3, M, Yo, *k*, before the stitch marker, make 1 Yo, M, k1, M, Yo, *md*, before the stitch
marker, make 1 Yo M,k3.
R6 : k3, M, *p*, M, p1 M, *p*, M, k3.
Repeat rows 5 and 6 to have a total of 105 stitches (see table of the number of stitches down
the page) or the 50th included.
With C2, knit the 6 following rows :
R 1, 3 and 5: k3, M, Yo, *k*, before the stitch marker, make 1 Yo, M, k1, M, Yo, *md*, before
the stitch marker, make 1 Yo M,k3.
R2, 4 and 6: k3, M, *k*, M, p1 M, *k*, M, k3.
At the end of this first part of the shawl Facile, there are 117 stitches.
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